
OAHU REGION
HAWAII HEALTH SYSTEMS CORPORATION
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LEAHI HOSPITAL - 3675 KILAUEA AVENUE - HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816 - PHONE: (808) 733-8000 FAX:
(808) 733-7914

MALUHIA - 1027 HALA DRIVE - HONOLULU, HAWAII 96817 - PHONE: (808) 832-3000 - FAX:
(808) 832-3897
ORA-(A)-031: 9/15

DATE POSTED: June 13, 2016

JOB TITLE: PER DIEM CNA
(Exempt, Part-time, 89 day appointment)

LOCATION: Leahi Hospital, Kaimuki, Kapahulu/Kahala, Oahu*

SALARY: $19.60 Per Hour revised 01/01/2017

JOB DESCRIPTION: This position works in a hospital, clinic or long term care facility and is
responsible for providing direct patient care through the performance of a variety of nursing support
tasks in accordance with established methods and procedures. The position may work on rotating
shifts and in a variety of care units (e.g., SNF, ICF, medical, surgical, etc.). The position may also
provide home care for patients. For certain positions, possession of a valid motor vehicle operator’s
license is required. Position is exempt from Civil Service. Position is exempt from Civil Service.

*The incumbent of this position may provide services at Maluhia.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:

Work Experience: One (1) year of work experience in a health facility such as a hospital or similar
medically oriented institution where the primary or basic objective was to observe and report on a
variety of physical and/or mental symptoms and conditions and implement care and/or treatment
procedures for a caseload of patients. Such experience must have demonstrated knowledge of basic
nursing skills (i.e., taking vital signs, measuring output, recognition of abnormal signs and symptoms,
etc.); first aid; patient rights; universal precautions; infection control; body mechanics; principles of
growth and development; purpose and benefits of activities of daily living (i.e., eating/feeding,
providing fluids, bathing, dressing, etc.); purpose and benefits of restorative care (i.e., use and
application of assistive devices, range of motion activities, etc.); basic medical and nursing
terminology; and the ability to assist and participate in the activities of the treatment team; assess
each patient’s age specific needs; and independently provide age specific direct personal care
services to a caseload of patients.

Substitutions Allowed: Completion of a practical nursing or professional nursing curriculum from an
accredited school substitutes for the experience required for the full performance level.

Certification: Possession of a valid State of Hawaii Nurse Aide Certificate and have completed a
State approved training program. Basic Life Support (BLS) for Healthcare Workers must be obtained
within six (6) months of employment.

OBTAIN APPLICATIONS AT: Leahi Hospital, Human Resources Office, 2nd Floor
3675 Kilauea Avenue
Honolulu HI 96816
Tel. # (808) 733-8067 Fax # (808) 733-9811

(808) 733-7909(TDD)
E-Mail: oahujobs@hhsc.org

An Equal Opportunity Employer


